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ABSTRACT
This paper sets into relation three different classes of trees: (i) mod r-valent
planted plane trees; (ii) r-valent planted plane trees; and (iii) subtrees of a certain
infinite planted tree. Practically, all three classes of trees are counted by tho same
generating function, which is calculated by mapping trees on the words of a language.
This leads to producing a one-to-one correspondenco between tho three classes
by means of codes.
1. PRELIMINARIES
A tree is a connected linear graph having no cycles. A planted tree
is a tree in which a point with valency one is distinguished and is called
root. The line incident with the root is called stem.
Planted plane trees may be defined in two different ways. The first
definition was given by HARARY, PRINS, TUTTE [3] and uses topological
concepts: A planted plane tree is a planted tree which is embedded in
the plane.
If a positive sense of rotation in the plane is fixed, the embedding
of the tree in the plane induces a cyclic order on the lines incident with
a certain point. Two planted plane trees are said to be map-isomorphic
if there exists a one-to-one mapping of the points of one tree onto those
of the other which preserves (i) the root; (ii) adjacency; and (iii) the
cyclic order.
KLARNER [4] defines planted plane trees in terms of finite sets and
relations. Let x be a point of a planted tree and denote by C(x) the length
of the unique path from the root to the point x. A planted plane tree in
the sense of KLARNER [4] is a planted tree with a linear order relation
R on the pointset defined by
(i) If x and yare points and C(x)< C(y), then (x, y) in R.
(ii) If the points r and x are adjacent with the points 8 and y, respectively,
and if C(r)= C(x) = C(8) -1 = C(y)-1 and (r, x) in R, then (8, y) in R.
Given a pointset, two planted plane trees T 1 and T 2 with this pointset
and with linear order relations R1 and R2, respectively, are isomorphic,
if there exists a permutation of the points, which maps (i) the root of
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T 1 on the root of T z; (ii) the lineset of T 1 onto the lineset of T z; and (iii)
RI onto Rz•
Both concepts of planted plane trees are equivalent. Non-map-iso-
morphic planted plane trees in the sense of HARARY, PRINS, TUTTE [3]
correspond to non-isomorphic planted plane trees in the sense of KLAR-
NER [4].
This is easily seen by drawing the diagram suggested by KLARNER [4]:
Arrange the points of a planted plane tree T with linear order relation
R in rows so that the point x is in row numbered C(x). The root is in row
numbered zero. The points in each row are ordered from left to right
according to the linear order relation R.
Hence we will use in the following the term planted plane tree without
reference to the specific definition. In the sequel two planted plane trees
are assumed to be different if they are members of different equivalence
classes with respect to the equivalence relation isomorphism.
Let I be a subset of the set of natural numbers containing the number
one. An I-valent planted plane tree is a planted plane tree whose points
assume only valencies that are elements of 1.
In this paper we want to count the number of non-isomorphic I-valent
planted plane trees for certain sets I and to establish one-to-one corre-
spondences between certain classes of I-valent planted plane trees.
2. A CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN LANGUAGES AND PLANTED PLANE TREES
It is supposed that the reader is familiar with the basic facts of the
theory of context-free grammars as given in GINSBURG [2]. The material
needed in this paper is covered by KUICH [6].
Let GI=(VI, EI , PI, a) be the grammar with
(i) VI= {a} U EI
(ii) EI = {at-Iii in I}
(iii) PI= {a --+ at_Iai-lli in I}.
I is a subset of the set of natural numbers containing the number one.
Note that GI is a context-free grammar if I is a finite set. If I is an infinite
set then the definitions and results given in KUICH [6], [7] are easily
modified to cover this case.
The grammar GI generates the following language L I , called the set
of I -code-words, recursively:
(i) ao is an I-code-word
(ii) if i is element of I and WI, ... , WC-I are I-code-words, then at-IWI ... WC-I
is an I-code-word.
Each I-code-word is generated by GI in exactly one (leftmost) gener-
ation, hence GI is an unambiguous grammar. Note that the symbols at-I,
i in I, may be looked at as (i -l)-ary prefix operators working on i-I
I -code-words.
Let uI(n) be the structure function of LI , i.e. uI(n) is the number of
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distinct I-code-words of length n. Then the function /J(z) of the complex
variable z
00
(1) /J(z) = L u[(n)zn
n~1
is called the structure generating function of L[.
By the procedure given in KUTCH [6], /J(z) with /J(O)= 0 is the unique
solution of the equation
(2) y(z)=z· L y(z)i-l.
iII
(compare Theorem 2 of KUTCH [6]).
Equation (2) becomes important for I-valent planted plane trees by
the following theorem:
Theorem 1: There exists a one-to-one correspondence between the
I-code-words of length n and the I-valent planted plane trees with n + 1
points.
Proof: (i) Suppose the [-code-word W is of length one. Then W =ao,
and W corresponds to the only I-valent planted plane tree with two
points.
Suppose the J-code-word W has length n. Then according to the grammar
G[ it is of the unambiguous form W=at-lWl ..• Wt-I, i in I and Wk I-code-
i-I
word, (l<k<i -1). Let WIc be of length nk, nlc<n and Lnk=n-l. By
k-l
induction hypothesis there exist unique I-valent planted plane trees Tic,
(l<k<i-l), with nk+1 points such that Wk is the I-code-word of Tic.
The tree T corresponding to W is constructed as follows. Let T t be the
planted plane tree corresponding to the I-code-word ao. Embed the trees
TI, ... , T i - 1 , Tt in the plane in an order according to the cyclic order of
their indices and identify their roots. Declare the non-root of T t to be
the root of the just generated tree and call this tree T. Then T is a planted
plane tree with n;- 1 points. The point adjacent to the root of T has
valency i, i element of I. Hence T is I-valent and corresponds uniquely
to the I -eode-word W of length n.
(ii) On the other hand the existence of an I-code-word corresponding
to an arbitrary I-valent planted plane tree T is shown in similar a manner.
Assume the point adjacent to the root of T has valency i, i in I. Cut off
the stem of T and generate by a procedure reverse to that given above
i-I "smaller" I-valent planted plane trees 'i'k, (1 <.k <.i -1), with indices
according to their cyclic order. There exists an I-code-word Wk for each
tree T k , (l<k<i-l). By assigning the I-code-word at-lWl ... Wt-l to the
tree T a one-to-one correspondence between I -valent planted plane trees
and I-code-words is established.
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Intuitively, the procedure of generating the I-code-word corresponding
to an arbitrary given I-valent planted plane tree can be described as
follows. The I-code-word is obtained by walking in the plane around the
tree in the positive sense of rotation, starting at the root. During the walk
we pass each point at least once.
The first time we pass a point (except the root), we put down the
symbol ai-I, where i is the valency of the point just passed. Concatenation
of all the symbols we put down yields the I-code-word corresponding to
the given I-valent planted plane tree.
Note that DE BRUIJN, MORSELT [1] work with similar a code based
on the two symbols U and D.
Example 1: Let T be the planted plane tree given in fig. 1.
Fig. 1. The tree 1'.
Suppose that the positive sense of rotation is counter-clockwise. Then
the code-word corresponding to T reads asa6 a2 a~ a4 ago
Assume the positive sense of rotation to be clockwise. Then the code-
word corresponding to '1' reads asaga4 a8aoa8a2 a~.
By Theorem 1, the number of I-valent planted plane trees with n+ 1
points equals the number of I-code-words of length n. This implies
Corollary 1: The function
00
gI(Z)=Z/I(z)= 1 uI(n)Zn+l
.. -1
enumerates the I -valent planted plane trees with n vertices.
Note that this formula is already given in KLARNER [4].
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We now treat some special cases.
(i) The mod r-valent planted plane trees
This class of trees is defined by I = {iii - 1 mod r}.
Hence (2) has the form
00
y(z)=z ! y(z)nr
"-0
or
z=y(z)(I-y(z)').
The transformation
yields the equation
1---w(x) +xw(x)'+l = 0,
which is solved by P6LYA, SZEGO [8], p. 125, No. 211.
Retransformation yields the generating function gmod r(z) of the mod
r-valent planted plane trees
( ) _ ~ [n(r+I)]! nr+2gmod r Z -.4. '( -1-1) I z .
.. -0 n. nr .
Note that for r= 1
gmod l(Z) = z2c(z),
where c(z) is the generating function of Catalan numbers Cn = ~I (2n).
n+ n
The function gmod l(Z) enumerates just all planted plane trees with n
vertices and is given in HARARY, PRINS, TUTTE [2].
(ii) The r-valent planted plane trees
This class of trees is defined by 1= {I, r}.
By KLARNER [4] the generating function gr(z) of the r-valent planted
plane trees is given by
00 [(r-I)n]'gr(z) =! I . I z(r-l)n+2
..-0 n.[(r-2)n+ 1].
3. A CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN PLANTED PLANE TREES
Comparison of the two generating functions of the mod (r-I)-valent
and the (r + I)-valent planted plane trees shows that the number of mod
(r-I)-valent trees having (r-I)n+2 points is equal to the number of
(r +1)-valent planted plane trees with rn +2 points (partitioned into
(r - I)n+2 points of valency one and n points of valency r + 1).
This equality of the numbers allows a one-to-one correspondence, which
was established in the case r= 2 by HARARY, PRINS, TUTTE [3] and simpli-
fied by means of codes by DJ<l BRUIJN, MORSELT [1]. We want to generalize
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the latter approach by means of the code-words derived in the last section.
Let E1 and E2 be two alphabets given by E1= {ao, ar} and E2= {atli =0
mod r-I}. Let h be a mapping that maps the set of words over E1, in-
cluding the empty word e, into the set of words over E2, including the
word e, i.e.
The mapping h is defined by
(i) if w=s, then h(w)=s
(ii) if w=ao, then h(w)=ao
(iii) if ui s e and wi'a{j, then write w as concatenation of strings of the
type (a,J) and (ao
'), with exponents j and i maximal. Replace the
strings (a,J) and (ao
') by the strings (a(r-1)j) and (ao(-1) respectively,
and omit brackets. The resulting word is h(w).
Note that (i) if w is a word over E1 that ends with ao, then h(waok)=
~ h(w)aok; (ii) if wI, 102 are words over E1 that both begin with a; and
both end with ao (this condition is always satisfied by the code-words
corresponding to an r+ I-valent tree with more than two points), then
h(W1W2)=h(W1) h(W2).
We want to show that h, regarded as a mapping restricted to L(1.r+1) C
C E1", maps the code-words of r + I-valent planted plane trees one-to-one
onto the code-words of mod (r-I)-valent planted plane trees.
Theorem 2: Let r > 2 be a fixed integer. Let I r = {I, r+ I} and
J r = {iii =1 mod r - I}. Assume that h is the mapping described above,
but restricted to L1, . Then h is a one-to-one onto mapping
h: LI , --+ LJ,.
Moreover h maps the Ir-code-words of length rn+ 1 onto the Jr-code-
words of length (r-I)n+ 1, (n=O, 1,2, ... ).
Proof: Let 10 be oflength one, i.e. w=ao, then h(w)=ao and h maps
the (only) Ir-code-word of length one onto the (only) Jr-code-word of
length one.
For proof by induction let 10 be of length rn + 1 for some n;;;. 1. Then
w is of the form w=arW1 ... ui-, with w" (1 <: i <: r ), Ir-code-word of length
rnt+I, (O<:ni<n). Note that the Ir-code-word Wi, (l<i<r), is either of
the form Wi=ao (if nt=O) or of the form arWn ... W'r with uu», (1 <k<r),
Ir-code-word (if n, > 0). Hence by denoting multiple concatenation by n,
the arbitrary Ir-code-word 10 of length rn + 1, (n> I), can be written in
the form
k
w =arao1o II (Wijao'j)
;-1
with Wi;, (I<ij <:k), unequal to ao; 10:>0 (10)0 if 101=102= =Wlo=ao;
10= 0 if WI i'ao); 1j > 0, (1 «i <: k -l); and 1t> 0 (lk> 0 if Wr-ll:+1 = =Wr=ao;
1t=0 if wri'ao).
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Since W is of length rn+ 1,
(3)
k k
L (rnt; + I )+ L 1j= rn.
;-1 ;~O
Since w=arWI ... Wr, r.e, ar is prefixed to exactly r Ir-code-words,
(4)
Equations (3) and (4) together yield
(5)
kL nt;=n-1.
;-1
The proof splits into two cases according as 10 is greater than or equal
to zero.
(1) Let 10>0. Then
k
h(w) = h(aralo) h(IT (wi;aolj)) =
;-1
k
= a; I aolo-l IT h(Wi;aol;)=
;-1
k
=ar-l ao1o-1 IT (h(Wi;)aolj).
;-1
Each ao, and by induction, each h(wi;) is an Jr-code-word. Since
To
10-I+k-i- L lj=r-l,
;~1
Ur-l is prefixed to r-l Jr-code-words which implies that h(w) is of the
form arIUI ... Ur-I, with Ut, (l<,i<,r-l), denoting Jr-code-words. Hence
h(w) itself is an Jr-code-word.
Each Jr-code-word h(wtj), (l<,j<,k), has by induction length (r-l).
nj+ 1. Hence h(w) has length
k To
I--t-lo-l+ L ((r-l)ni;+l)+ L 1j~
;~1 ;~1
To k
=(r-l) L ni;+k+ L 1J=(r-l)(n-l)+r=(r-l)n+1.
1-1 ;~O
(2) Let 10 = O. Hence WI begins with a; and ends with ao. Assume
without loss of generality wI=arsaotv, (8) 1, t » 1), where v is either the
empty word or begins with a; and ends with ao. Then h(wI)=a(r-l)saot-1h(v)
is by induction an Jr-code-word, hence of the form a(rl)sUI ... U(r-l)s, with
Ut, (1 -ci «;(r-l)8), Jr-code-word. Thus h(v) is the concatenation of (r-l).
s-t+ 1 Jr-code-words. Since WI is of length rnl + 1, h(Wl) has length
(r-l)nI + 1 and h(v) has length (r-l)nI-t+ 1.
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We are now ready to apply the mapping h to w.
k
h(w) = (a,.wi.aoll)h(II Wi;aol;)=
;-2
k
=h(ar1aotvaoll) II h(Wi;aol;)=
;~2
k
= a(r-1)(8+1) aot- 1h(v) 0,011 II (h(Wi;) ao4).
;~2
Since
k
t-l+(r-l)s-t-I-l+it+k-l +- 2lj=(r-l)(s+1),
;-2
h(w) is an Jr-code-word.
Since
k k
1 + t-1 + (r - 1) n1 - t+ 1 + it + 2 ((r - 1) ni;+ 1) +2 l}= (r - 1) n +- 1,
;=2 ;-2
h(w) has length (r-l)n+1.
This shows that h. maps the set of Ir-code-words of length rn+ 1 into
the set of Jr-eode-words of length (r - I) n -r 1.
Next we show that h maps LIT onto LJT.
(i) If h(w) ~ao, then w=ao.
(ii) If h(w) #-0,0, then h(w)=U(r--1)8U1 ... U(r-1)8' with Ui, (1,;;;;i«r-l)s),
JT-code-word. That can be written in the form
k
h(w) = a(r-1)s acio I I (Ui; ao4),
;~I
with ?Iii' (l-<i}-<k), unequal to 0,0 and lj;>O, (l<;j<;k). Since h(w) is an
J r-code-word,
(6)
k
k;- 2 l}=(r -1)·s
;-0
By induction there exist Ir-code-words wij, (1< i j <; k), unequal to ao, such
that h(Wi;)=Ui i , (1-<i j,;;;;k).
k k
Let v=ar8aolo+1 II (Wi;aol;). Since by (6) lo,l+k+ 2 l}=(r-l)8+1,
;-1 ;-1
v=ar8W1 ... W(r1)s+1, with Wi, (l<;i-«r--I)s+l), Ir-code-word. Hence v
is itself an Ir-code-word.
Since
h(v) =h(w),
h maps the Ir-code-words onto the Jr-code-words.
Assume h(w) and ?Ii;, (1 -< i} < k) have lengths (r -1) n +- 1 and (r -1) 'n1;+ 1,
(0 <;ni;<n), respectively. Then
(7)
k k2 ((r-l)ni;+I)+ I l}=(r-l)n.
;-1 ; 0-0
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Equations (6) and (7) together yield
(8)
kL ,%=n-s.
;-1
By induction wtj, (l.dJ<.k), has length Tnl;+ 1. Hence v has length
k k
s+lo+I+ L (rntjiI)+ L 1J=rn+1.
;-1 ;-1
This proves that h maps the set of Ir-code-words of length rn +1 onto
the set of Jr-code-words of length (r -I) n + 1. Since both sets have alike
(finite) numbers of code-words, h automatically is an one-to-one mapping.
This proves the theorem.
There is an intuitive interpretation of the mapping h. In a planted
plane tree with linear order relation R, define the leftmost successor of
a point x to be the point y, such that:
(i) y is adjacent to x, C(y)= C(x)+1;
(ii) there exists no point z adjacent to x such that (z, y) in Rand C(z) = C(y).
A left chain in an r-valent planted plane tree is a sequence (Xl, ... , xs)
of points of valency r such that Xl+! is the leftmost successor of Xi,
(I <i<s-I).
If the sense of the positive rotation is clockwise, the intuitive description
of the mapping h is as follows:
(I) In each left chain (Xl, ... , xs ) of the (r+ I)-valent tree with linear
order relation R, remove the points XiH and the lines (Xi, XIH),
(I<.i<.s-I). Join the points that are adjacent to Xm, (l<.i<,s-l),
to Xl and modify R.
(2) Remove all leftmost successors that are endpoints.
If the sense of positive rotation is counter-clockwise, use instead of
leftmost successor and left chain, rightmost successor and right chain,
respectively.
Example 2: Let T be the mod 2-valent planted plane tree given
in fig. 1. If the positive sense of rotation is clockwise, then the 4-valent
planted plane tree corresponding to T has the code-word a~aga~aga~aga3a&.
This tree is given in fig. 2. The left chains and leftmost successors are
drawn in bold.
The one-to-one correspondence between trivalent planted plane trees
and planted plane trees, given by DE BRUIJN and MORSELT [I], can be
defined by means of our code-words as follows.
Assume the sense of positive rotation is clockwise. Take the {I,3}-
code-word W of a trivalent planted plane tree. Prefix an a2 to wand change
the symbols a2 and an to U and D, respectively. Then the result is a. code-
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Fig . 2. 4-valent planted plano t ree.
word of the code given by DE BRUIJ~ and MORSELT [IJ . This code corre-
sponds to that planted plane tree which is the map of the given trivalent
planted plane tree .
Note that in KLARNlm [4] , [5] similar mappings are described.
4. A CORRESPONDE~CE BETWJ<J~JN r-vALE~T PLANTED PLANE TREES AND
SUBTREES OJ<' AN INFINITE l'LANTJ<m TREE
In KUICH [7], an infinite planted tree T r , (r ;;;. 2) , is defined by its vertex
set
Vr= {v(l , I)} U {v(i,j)li ;;;.2; L ;;;; j < r l - 2 }
with root v( 1, 1); and by its edge set
Er = {(v( l , 1), v(2, I))} U {(v(i, j+ 1), v(i+ 1, rj +k))\
t» 2 ; 0 <:j <:rl - 2 - 1; 1 <:k <:r}
with stem (v(l , 1), v(2, 1)).
The number ar(n) of subt re es of T r that contain exactly n edges in-
cluding the stem was shown to be
(rn) !
ar(n) = n![(r-l)n+l] (n ;;;.I),
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hence equals the number of r+ I-valent planted plane trees with rn+ 2
points.
Let G, be the context-free grammar Gr=(V, E, P, r) with V={r} U E,
E ~ {a, b} and P, = {r --+ (arVa, r --+ b}. Then KlJICH [7] established a one-
to-one correspondence between the set of subtrees of T'; with n edges
including the stem and the set of words of length 2rn i- 1 of the language
L(Gr ) .
We now want to establish a one-to-one correspondence between the
set of subtrees of 'I', with n edges including the stem and the set of ri- 1-
valent planted plane trees with rn f- 2 vertices. This we do by proving
a one-to-one correspondence between the words of L(Gr ) of length 2rn + 1
and the {I, r :-l}-code-words of length rn+ 1, (n:> 1).
Assign the labels Pl and P2 to the productions of Gr r --+ (ar)ra and
T --+ b, respectively. Assign the labels qi and qz to the productions of
G{l,r--l} a --+ a-or and a -)- ao, respectively.
Let W be an ar bitrary word in L(ar ) of length 2rn 1- 1, (n:> 1), which
is generated by the leftmost derivation
(k>2).
Assume T-I> WI, Wj 1 -r- wj, (2.;;; i« k - 1), and Wk-l 17- ware induced by
pit, Pij, (2.;;; j .;;; k - 1), and Pik' Let this sequence of productions
correspond to the word w. This sequence is unique, since Gr is unambiguous.
Map this sequence of productions of Gr on the sequence
of productions of G{l,rH}.
This sequence of productions generates a unique {I, r+ 1}-code-word v
of length rti 1 1. V is generated by the derivation
where a -t VI, Vj--l --r vj, (2.;;; j < k - 1) and Vk-l T v are induced by the
productions qil' qtj, (2.;;; j .;;; k - 1), and qik> respectively.
This mapping described above is one-to-one onto and thus we have
proved the following theorem.
Theorem 3: There exists a one-to-one mapping of the set of sub-
trees of T'; with n edges including the stem onto the set of r + I-valent
planted plane trees with rn+2 vertices in ;» 1).
Example 3: Let r= 2. Then
P2= {r --+ a ta tu; T --+ b}.
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Understand the first and the last "a" to be parentheses and the middle
"a" to be an operator. Rewrite P2 in the form
Similarly, write P n.3 } in the form
pi {l,3l ~ {a -)- +aa, a -i>- b}.
Then G2' = (V', E', P2', r ) with V' = {r} U I;' and 2:" = {(, +,), b} gener-
ates the set of well-formed formulas of the implicational calculus with
one variable in parenthesis notation, while G' {J, 3) = (V", E", pi {I, 3}, a) with
V" = {a} U E" and E" ~ {-+-, b} does the same in Polish parenthesis-free
notation.
Let w' = (b -I-(b...:- (b -j- b))). The sequence of productions corresponding
to w is PI P2 PI P2 PI P2P2. This corresponds to the sequence of produc-
tions qi q2 qi qz qi q2qz, i.e. to the word Vi = 1- b..l.. b+ bb.
By KUICH [7J, w' corresponds to the subtree of T 2 , given in fig. 3.
o 1'(4,4)
\
o v(3,2)
\
o v(2, I)
I
@ v(l, 1)
Fig. 3. Subtree of 1'2.
The word Vi corresponds to the trivalent planted plane tree given Jl1
fig. 4 (the sense of positive rotation is assumed to be counter-clockwise).
Fig. 4. Trivalent planted plane tree.
1. B .IV!. Laboratory,
r ienna. Austria.
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